
Trick Me 1191 

Chapter 1191: Do you want me to prove it to you? 

 

Zuo xiaoran looked at the bitter smile on his lips and subconsciously felt that things were not that 

simple. However, he refused to tell her, so she could only follow suit and be anxious. 

“No matter what happens, life still has to go on. Hiding in your room like this won’t solve the problem! ” 

She held his hand and encouraged him. 

Fang Shaoan also knew that this would not solve the problem, but how could he solve the problem? 

He simply could not face Yan Jun.. 

How was he going to tell him this? 

To say that his family was ungrateful and turned to Lu Yiming in order to survive? 

To say that he gave up Xia Jinqi’s identity in order to prevent his parents from suffering? 

Heh. 

If even he could not accept it, how was he going to make Yan Jun forgive him? n𝑂𝐕𝚎-𝐿𝚋(1n 

After pondering for a moment, Fang Shaoan asked, “have you met Xia Jinqi recently? ” 

“I met her a few days ago. Why? ” Zuo Xiaoran was a little surprised. Why did he ask about this at this 

time? 

He did not say anything. He only used one hand to rub her cheek. 

“Go back. ” He ordered her to leave. 

Zuo Xiaoran raised her eyebrows and slapped his pig trotters. She scolded him fiercely, “you want to 

chase me away after applying the medicine on you? You have no conscience! ” 

In fact, how could she leave with ease when he was like this? 

Fang Shaoan was hit, but he did not feel any pain at all. He even laughed happily. 

The hand that touched her cheek moved. Instead, he pinched a lump of meat next to her cheek and 

teased her, “if you don’t leave, I can’t guarantee that I won’t do anything… ” 

There was a hidden meaning in his words, which made Zuo Xiaoran’s little face turn red as she poked 

him. “Can you do it? You’re lying here like a corpse! You only know how to show off! ” 

Zuo Xiaoran did not know that her words could easily incite a man’s desire! 

Before she could finish her sentence, Fang Shaoan had already flipped over and pressed her under him. 

He looked down at her and said, “do you want me to prove it to you? ” 

Zuo Xiaoran was shocked and quickly looked at the wound on his back. “Don’t move! The wound will 

open again later! ” 



However, he did not move. She could not see how his injury was. 

Fang Shaoan smiled at her and leaned over to kiss her forehead. He went back to lie down. “I’m just 

teasing you! I’m as strong as an OX. What’s this little wound? ” 

Even though when he said this, the pain from the wound was tearing due to his actions just now. 

However, he hid it well. Zuo Xiaoran did not notice it and hit him again. “You’re already injured like this. 

” 

Fang Shaoan looked at her with a doting expression. “Go back. Didn’t you say that you’ve always wanted 

to go out for a walk? Find a place to travel for a few days. ” 

Zuo Xiaoran had already felt that something was wrong when she heard him just now. Now that she 

heard what he said, it was obvious that he wanted to drive her away. 

She sat up from the bed and frowned as she looked at him. “Did something happen? Why do you keep 

asking me to leave? ” 

“What could have happened to me? I just find it annoying that you keep talking non-stop. It’s very noisy. 

” He smiled and pretended to dislike her. 

Zuo Xiaoran looked at him suspiciously. Miraculously, she was not angry nor did she talk back. Instead, 

she lay down next to him and did not say anything. She just stared at the ceiling. 

The room fell silent for a moment. The atmosphere was a little strange. 

Fang Shaoan did not know what she was doing. He waited for a long time but she did not speak. He 

reached out and poked her. “Hello? Why aren’t you talking? ” 

Chapter 1192: She must never have such a mother-in-law in the future! 

 

Zuo Xiaoran did not move and did not say a word. 

Fang Shaoan pushed her again. “What’s the matter? ” 

Zuo Xiaoran rolled her eyes at him. “Didn’t you say that I’m noisy? Then I’ll be quieter. Go to sleep, I’ll 

accompany you. ” 

With him like this, she really could not leave without worry. 

Moreover… … Even if it was to take care of the injured, she could pamper him a little ! ! 

Fang Shaoan was caught off guard and moved. His eyes were red and red. 

He turned his head away, not wanting her to see him. 

He had already let her go, this silly woman… … 

“You wouldn’t sleep until midnight and then pounce on me, would you? ” He sobbed and teased her. 

“I say, can you sleep well? ” Zuo Xiaoran kicked him and was a little angry. 



“…”only then did Fang Shaoan curl his lips in satisfaction and close his eyes. 

Only when she was by his side for a while could he catch his breath. 

After two days and two nights of not sleeping, he completely relaxed and soon fell asleep. n𝑜𝐯𝓔-𝗅𝒷.In 

Zuo Xiaoran stayed with him until late at night. When she knew that he was fast asleep, she crept out of 

the room. 

The moment she opened the door, the two bodyguards at the door blocked her way. 

“What are you doing? I’m going home. ” Zuo Xiaoran frowned at the two of them. She suddenly had a 

bad premonition. 

Sure enough, the two bodyguards said, “Madam ordered Miss Zuo to stay here and accompany young 

master. You are not allowed to leave. ” 

Zuo Xiaoran,”…” 

Did she think she heard wrong? 

“You’re restricting my personal freedom! I can call the police! ” Zuo Xiaoran placed her hands on her 

hips and shouted valiantly. 

In the end, the bodyguards did not even raise their eyelids. 

Zuo Xiaoran started to take out her phone and searched her entire body. Only then did she realize that 

when she was kidnapped, she had left her bag at home? 

She did not bring her phone with her… … 

She glared at the two of them angrily and turned around to go back into the room to look for Fang 

Shaoan’s phone. 

She searched around but could not find it. When she turned around, the door to the room was closed 

again. 

She tried to open it again, but found that she couldn’t open it no matter what. 

Despair. 

An eerie despair. 

“What you’re doing is illegal! Hey! Are you crazy! ” Zuo xiaoran kicked the door angrily. Instead of 

opening the door, she hurt her own foot. 

She bared her teeth and hopped back to the bed to sit down. She stared speechlessly at the tightly shut 

door and then turned back to look at Fang Shaoan who was sleeping soundly on the bed. 

Forget it… … Zuo Xiaoran only stayed with him for one night. When he woke up, she would ask him to let 

her out … 

Zuo Xiaoran was doing her own ideological work. She yawned and went to bed. 



A second before she fell asleep, she told herself that she must never marry into the Fang family! 

Look at what kind of family this was! 

It was one thing if the future mother-in-law was a ruthless person who despised the poor and loved the 

rich, but she had even done things like kidnapping and restricting her freedom of life! 

Bodhisattva prayed that she would never have such a mother-in-law in the future! 

.. 

When Yan Jun and Wang Mang rushed to the Fang family, it was already late at night. 

Wang Mang drove the car and stopped far away. After extinguishing the headlights, he pointed in a 

direction for Yan Jun to see. “There’s a car over there. It’s been guarding it for several days. I’ve checked 

and it’s Lu Yiming’s people. ” 

Yan Jun took the opportunity to look over and indeed saw a car parked at the corner of the road. 

Dark ink-colored eyes, suffused with a cold light. 

“What Has Fang Zemin been doing recently? ”Hee suddenly asked. 

“He was working normally a few days ago, but these two days, he’s shut himself in. The Security 

Department didn’t interfere, ” Wang Mang answered truthfully. 

Chapter 1193: He was saving face for Fang Shaoan 

 

Yan Jun fell silent after hearing that. 

It had been a long time since Fang Zemin had contacted him. 

During this period of time, he had been busy with the company’s matters and had forgotten about him. 

In addition to Fang Shaoan’s previous solemn vow, Yan Jun did not think too much of it. 

Now that he thought about it, there was probably a problem long ago. 

Seeing that Yan Jun did not speak for a long time, Wang Mang hesitated, but he still opened his mouth, 

“second young master, from the looks of it, Fang Zemin has undoubtedly betrayed us. You… what do 

you plan to do? ” 

Yan Jun withdrew his gaze from the Black Sedan in the distance and turned to look at the Fang family’s 

house that was shrouded in darkness. 

He furrowed his brows slightly and his eyes were extremely cold. “We are not the ones who should be 

anxious. ” 

Speaking of which, the movements of the security department had a great impact on Xia Jitian. 

Now that he had submitted to Lu Yiming, it was equivalent to giving Xia Jitian a heavy blow. 

Xia Jitian was indifferent and allowed the situation to develop, so why should he worry about this first? 



Moreover… … 

Yan Jun did not continue, but Wang Mang already understood. 

He was saving face for Fang Shaoan. n𝑜𝐯𝓔-𝗅𝒷.In 

Or perhaps, he wanted to wait for Fang Shaoan to personally explain this matter to him. 

“Let’s go back. ” Yan Jun pinched the space between his brows and closed his eyes to rest. 

Seeing this, Wang Mang didn’t ask any more questions. He carefully drove the car and left the Fang 

family’s villa. 

He still couldn’t see how the matter would develop. 

However, Fang Shaoan had been friends with them for so many years. Could he really betray them just 

like that? 

.. 

It was already past one o’clock in the morning when they returned to the Yan family. 

When Yan Jun went upstairs, he first went to the bedroom to see Xia Jinqi. 

At that time, she was already asleep. Her hand was placed outside the blanket, and there were slight 

wrinkles between her brows. She did not sleep well. 

Yan Jun helped her pull up the blanket before he turned around and went to the study room. 

He thought that he could sleep well earlier tonight, but with the Fang family’s incident, many of his plans 

needed to be replanned. 

Wang Mang was not spared either. He was dragged to stay up late together. 

Holding the pile of documents in front of him, Wang Mang felt like he was breaking down! 

“So you’re going to revise all the cases that Fang Zemin handled? ” Wang Mang looked at Yan Jun, who 

had already started to work, in disbelief. 

It was just one night, was there a need to be in such a hurry? 

Yan Jun took a sip of coffee and put all his attention on the documents in front of him. “Lu Yiming should 

have noticed these cases. If he continues to use them, it’s no different from courting death. ” 

” … ” Wang Mang was stunned for a moment. Knowing that Yan Jun’s words were reasonable, he 

stopped complaining and nodded. “Alright, since you’ve said so, I’ll risk my life to accompany you! ” 

With that, he picked up his Coffee Cup and finished a large cup in one gulp. Then, he turned to carefully 

read through the mountain of documents in front of him. 

As he slowly read through them, his eyes became a little sour, and sleepiness began to sweep over him. 

Every time Wang Mang was about to give up, he would raise his head to look at Yan Jun.. 

And every time, he could see Yan Jun’s persistence and seriousness as usual. 



After so many years, Wang Mang had never been convinced of a few people from the bottom of his 

heart. Yan Jun was one of them. 

If an ordinary citizen wanted to stand out, it was inevitable for them to put in more effort. 

But for him, he was born with so much. He did not need to work hard at all. He was already at a level 

that others could not reach even if they worked hard for generations. 

Even so, he was still cautious and conscientious. He never left the matters of the group to others. 

Chapter 1194: people who are better than you work harder than you 

 

Although it was not every day that people stayed up all night, it was still a common occurrence. 

Sigh, it really corresponded to that saying 

People who are better than you work harder than you. 

How could God bear not to let such a person succeed? 

Glancing at Second Young Master Yan, Wang Mang began to bury his head in hard work again. 

This time, he stayed up until five o’clock in the morning. 

Wang Mang could not stand it anymore and drooled on the table. 

Yan Jun inadvertently glanced at him. He got up and covered him with a blanket. He stood in front of the 

balcony and stretched. 

It was almost winter, and the time for daybreak was getting later and later. 

There was a lot of mist on the glass window, which made the outside world even more hazy. No matter 

how hard she tried, she couldn’t see through it. 

Unknowingly, the night passed just like that. 

Xia Jinqi didn’t sleep well the whole night, so she naturally woke up early in the morning. 

She subconsciously touched the other side of the bed and realized that it was empty and cold. n--𝐨--

𝗏)/𝗲/)𝗅--𝗯.-1)(n 

Even her heart felt a little cold. 

However, she didn’t think too much about it. She got up, washed up, and came back to check the time. 

It was not even 6 am. 

It had been a long time since she had woken up so early. 

Since she couldn’t fall asleep even after waking up, Xia Jinqi wanted to go downstairs to get some food… 

… She was a little hungry. She didn’t eat much last night … 

Just as she walked out of the bedroom, she saw a faint light on the other side of the corridor. 



At that moment, the sky outside the room wasn’t bright yet. It was pitch black everywhere. Wherever 

there was light, it was especially obvious. 

She frowned and took a few steps forward. Only then did she realize that the light in the study room was 

still on. 

She didn’t close the door. When she walked over, she saw the scene inside the room. 

Wang Mang was lying on her small desk, asleep. His body was covered with a light-colored, slanted 

blanket. 

When she looked further inside, she saw Yan Jun, who was dressed in a snow-white shirt, buried his 

head in a pile of documents. His slender eyebrows were tightly furrowed. She did not know what he had 

seen. 

After reading one page, he had only flipped through one page. His gaze followed the flow of the page 

and was very meticulous. 

Xia Jinqi had seen him being so serious in countless dark nights… … 

However, these were not the key points. The key point was that it was six o’clock in the morning and he 

was still working? 

So, did you stay up all night? 

Xia Jinqi frowned more tightly, water in the eyes is both heartache, but also complain. 

She knew, of course, that every shining person had endured one dark night after another, but… … 

He’s always like that. He’s stuck at work, and he’s never gonNA stop until he’s perfect. 

Wanted to go over to scold him, let him go to sleep quickly, but words have not been out of mouth, and 

forcefully swallowed back. 

He must be tired after staying up all night. 

Biting her lower lip, Xia Jinqi sighed softly and put away her negative emotions. She pretended to have 

just woken up and walked over. “Why aren’t you asleep yet… ” 

As she spoke, she even yawned. 

Yan Jun heard her and raised his head from the pile of documents. His deep black eyes looked at her. 

“You’re awake? Did you sleep well? ” Seeing her sleepy look, he subconsciously curled his lips and asked. 

“Yes… ” Xia Jinqi nodded. Even though she didn’t sleep well last night and had a nightmare the whole 

night, sleeping was more tiring than not sleeping. 

She walked to the desk in a few steps. Xia Jinqi roughly glanced down and asked him, “are you still busy? 

Do you want to rest for a while and eat something? ” 

Actually, Yan Jun really didn’t have any appetite at all. 

After staying up all night, his condition was a little bad, and he didn’t want to eat anything. 



Xia Jinqi saw him hesitate for a moment, and her heart ached again. 

He definitely didn’t want to eat, but he didn’t want to reject her. 

Chapter 1195: the Thorn in his heart 

 

After thinking for a moment, Xia Jinqi asked again, “did I disturb you? Then you go ahead and do your 

work. Now it’s… ” she took the opportunity to glance at the digital clock on Yan Jun’s table. “It’s 6:12. 

Come Down for dinner at 7:00. ” 

“okay. ” Yan Jun smiled and nodded. The Gaze he looked at her with was as gentle as water. 

He had always listened to her words. 

Xia Jinqi looked at his bloodshot eyes and her heart ached again. 

She didn’t know how many things he still had to do, so she didn’t stay any longer. Afraid that she would 

disturb his progress, she turned around and went downstairs. 

After instructing the kitchen to make the breakfast lighter, Xia Jinqi went back to the SOFA and hugged 

the pillow in a daze. 

Last night’s incident and Lu Yiming’s words were like a thorn, constantly stabbing into her heart. 

It couldn’t be pulled out, and it couldn’t go deep. 

It couldn’t stab her to death, and it was faintly painful. 

This feeling was really terrible. 

After sitting in a daze for an hour, Yan Jun had already gone downstairs. 

He seemed to have taken a shower and changed into a dark blue shirt. He looked much more energetic. 

Wang Mang followed behind him, yawning. Those who didn’t know better would think that Wang Mang 

had stayed up all night… … 

Seeing them come down, Xia Jinqi dispelled the guesses in her mind and took the initiative to get up and 

walk over. 

When the three of them sat down to have breakfast, the sky outside the window began to light up bit by 

bit. n--𝐨--𝗏)/𝗲/)𝗅--𝗯.-1)(n 

Wang Mang drank a bowl of porridge and suddenly felt refreshed. He didn’t even doze off. He stretched 

his muscles and bones and said comfortably, “after eating, I feel alive again! ” 

Xia Jinqi saw his exaggerated appearance and turned to look at Yan Jun with a smile. “You guys have 

been busy all night. After eating, why don’t you go upstairs and rest for a while? ” 

She actually wanted Yan Jun to go upstairs and sleep for a while. 



He was in good spirits, but his eyes were still a little red. It was obvious that he didn’t have enough 

sleep. 

Yan Jun shook his head and said, “I still have something to do in the afternoon. ” 

“What is it? ” Xia Jinqi raised her eyebrows and asked in puzzlement. 

Wang Mang, who was beside her, was surprised when he heard Xia Jinqi’s words. “sister-in-law, don’t 

you know? ” 

“I don’t know… ” Xia Jinqi turned around and asked curiously. 

Should she know anything? 

At that moment, her mind was still racing. She had filtered through everything that might have 

happened recently, but she still couldn’t remember anything? 

When Wang Mang saw her like this, he was also extremely surprised. “There’s a parliamentary election 

today. In addition to the representative himself, he also needs his family members to accompany him in 

his speech and canvass for votes. ” 

As Xia Jitian’s daughter, it couldn’t be that she didn’t know about this, right? 

And Xia Jinqi didn’t disappoint Wang Mang. She really didn’t know… … 

She had been staying at the Yan family ever since she came back. She had no intention of going to the 

Xia family to greet them. The only time she saw her father was yesterday in front of the Lu family’s 

official residence. 

If it weren’t for Huo Ting pulling Xia Jitian over, Xia Jinqi probably wouldn’t have gone to see him all this 

time. 

“He needs his family to be present? ” Xia Jinqi repeated, then turned back to look at Yan Jun. “you knew 

about it too? ” 

Yan Jun nodded. “I thought you knew. ” 

But obviously, Xia Jinqi had just found out about it. 

She put down the spoon in her hand, and her expression suddenly turned a little ugly. 

Wang Mang saw that there was something wrong with this aura, and he couldn’t help but ask, “then… 

sister-in-law, are you still going? ” 

Xia Jinqi,”…” 

She was silent for a moment, then picked up the spoon again and began to eat the porridge. At the same 

time, she coldly said, “I’m not going. ” 

Chapter 1196: she was even closer to Huo Ting than she was to herself 

 



When Xia Jitian saw her yesterday, he didn’t mention this matter. He probably didn’t want her to go 

either. 

Besides, with Xia Mingzhu and Xia Chuanxu around, they would help him. n𝓞𝑣𝑒-𝓵𝑏.In 

Whether she went or not, it didn’t matter. 

When Wang Mang heard Xia Jinqi’s answer, he was also stunned. He looked at Yan Jun with some 

indecision, but he saw Yan Jun’s deep gaze fixed on Xia Jinqi. 

With Xia Jinqi’s identity, she should go, but if she really didn’t want to… … 

“If you don’t want to go, then don’t go. You’ve been tired these past two days. Stay at home and have a 

good rest. ” He went along with her wishes and didn’t force her. 

Previously, Xia Jinqi’s identity hadn’t been exposed, and Yan Jun hadn’t originally planned to let her go. 

It was just that plans couldn’t keep up with changes. Who knew that Lu Yiming would suddenly discover 

Xia Jinqi’s identity? 

Since it had already been exposed, there was no need to continue hiding it. 

Yan Jun had originally wanted to bring her, but who knew that she wouldn’t be willing… … 

“…”Xia Jinqi didn’t say anything. She just nodded slightly, and her expression was still a little bad. 

Even she herself couldn’t tell what kind of reaction she had. 

Wang Mang noticed that the atmosphere was a little unusual, so he obediently shut his mouth and 

didn’t say another word. 

Even he could faintly sense that sister-in-law’s relationship with the Xia family was a little bad… … 

After breakfast, Yan Jun went to the company with Wang Mang. Xia Jinqi didn’t need to go to Lego for 

the time being, so she stayed at home. It was rare for her to want to take a break. 

Anyway, her identity had already been exposed, and the person she wanted to hide the most wasn’t 

hidden either. When she didn’t go to Lego, she was fortunate enough to put on women’s clothes, take a 

walk in the yard, and raise flowers. 

However, she seemed to be born with a restless mind. 

When it was close to noon, she was basking in the sun in the yard to build a pot of rose when Xia 

Chuanxu arrived. 

When the servant led him into the yard, he saw Xia Jinqi in women’s clothing from afar. At first glance, 

he was still a little unfamiliar with her. After walking closer, he completely recognized her. This was 

indeed his sister. 

“Xiao Qi? Is it really you? ” Xia Chuanxu’s tone was a little excited. Last night, when his father told him 

that his fourth sister was back, he was still skeptical. Later, when he heard that the youth from Lego was 

her, he was even more surprised… … 



No matter what, he had to come personally to take a look. Only after he confirmed it would he be at 

ease. 

Xia Jinqi looked at his surprised expression and nodded with a smile. “third brother, it’s really me. ” 

Her disguise was indeed successful. 

Xia chuanxu still felt that it was unbelievable. He carefully looked at her for a long time before he dared 

to recognize her. “fourth sister, this move of yours is really amazing. You fooled everyone? ! ” 

Now, he felt that this sister of his was rather extraordinary. 

“I also didn’t expect that third brother couldn’t even recognize me as your biological sister… ” Xia Jinqi 

pretended to be disappointed as she said. With a move of her hand, she cut off the excess leaves on the 

rose. 

Xia Chuanxu felt a little awkward for a moment. Then, he laughed out loud to resolve the awkwardness. 

“You’re right. I’m really incompetent as an elder brother. ” 

When he said this, he actually felt a little apologetic in his heart. 

When he was young, he was only a child himself. How could he think of protecting his sister? 

When he grew up, he suffered a few losses and gained a lot of experience. Only then did he know how 

to cherish it. 

Unfortunately, the past was already in the past. No matter how hard he tried, he could not make up for 

it. 

Xia Chuanxu himself knew that there was still a gap between him and his sister. 

She was even closer to Huo Ting than she was to him. 

Thinking of this, he was inexplicably a little jealous? 

Chapter 1197: Third Brother Likes you 

 

Xia Chuanxu smiled blankly and asked Xia Jinqi, “I heard from my father that Lu Yiming brought you to 

his official residence yesterday? ” 

Apart from confirming whether Xia Jinqi had really returned, there was another important matter for 

him to attend to today. 

Xia Jinqi did not hide anything and directly nodded. “Yes. ” 

“What did he say to you? ” Xia Chuanxu asked again. 

“He said that Rao city is already his world. One day, he will kill me. ” Although Xia Jinqi did not hear Lu 

Yiming say the word ‘kill’ personally, based on his tone and gaze at that time, she was almost certain. 

After hearing Xia Jinqi’s words, Xia Chuanxu furrowed his brows. “Did he really say that? ” 



“Yes. ” 

“…”Xia Chuanxu fell into a long silence. 

Xia Chuanxu knew what kind of Person Lu Yiming was. He just didn’t expect that he would suddenly set 

his eyes on his fourth sister? 

Xia Jinqi was still trimming the leaves for the rose. From time to time, she could see the worry on her 

third brother’s face. 

Xia Jinqi had never understood politics. Xia Mingzhu and Xia Chuanxu had always followed her father. 

She knew that she couldn’t compete with them, so she had never thought of doing anything in her 

father’s field. 

If it were not for Lu Yiming, Xia Jinqi thought that she might never be interested in those things. 

“third brother, I just saw the news. It said that many bones were dug out of the valley outside our city? 

Do you know about this? How is the progress? ” Xia Jinqi wanted to find out some information 

indirectly. 

Just as Xia Chuanxu said, Xia Jinqi did not treat him as well as Huo Ting. 

Xia Chuanxu did not ask about the digging of bones, and she did not intend to tell him that it was her 

and Huo Ting who did it. 

Huo Ting’s current situation was quite dangerous. Any bad comment could cause him a lot of harm. 

Xia Jinqi did not want to take any risk. 

Xia Chuanxu only recovered from his own world when he heard her ask about it 

He looked at Xia Jinqi cutting the flowers and suddenly smiled bitterly. He told her the truth that Xia 

Jinqi wanted to hide. “fourth sister, you were the one who found the bones, right? It wasn’t just you. 

Huo Ting went too. ” 

“…”Xia Jinqi was not paying attention and cut off a blooming rose. 

The bright flower suddenly fell on the table, causing two of the petals on the edge to fall out. n/-
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Xia Jinqi would never have thought that Xia Chuanxu already knew about this… … 

Seeing Xia Jinqi like this, the smile on Xia Chuanxu’s lips deepened. He reached out to pick up the falling 

flower, played with it in his hand, and then slowly spoke “fourth sister, it was indeed third brother’s fault 

for what happened when we were young. But no matter what, we are still a family. Don’t worry, third 

brother likes you. He won’t do anything bad to you, and he won’t hurt you. ” 

Hearing this, Xia Jinqi put down the scissors in her hand and turned to look into his eyes. “You know 

everything? ” 

“Just a little. ” Xia chuanxu smiled enigmatically. He took out a bulging Brown paper bag and placed it in 

front of Xia Jinqi. “Take a look when you have time. You’ll understand more. ” 



With that, he picked up the pitiful rose that Xia Jinqi had accidentally cut out and placed it on the tip of 

his nose to sniff it. 

Xia Jinqi glanced at the Brown paper bag. Instead of reaching out to take it, she asked, “what’s inside? ” 

“You’ll know when you see it. Some things aren’t as simple as they seem. ” 

Chapter 1198: stayed with me for the whole night 

 

Xia Chuanxu kept her in suspense. He turned back to look at Xia Jinqi and said seriously, “you just have 

to remember that no matter what happens in the future, third brother will always stand on your side. ” 

With that, he stood up and left. 

He came and left quickly. 

Xia Jinqi narrowed her eyes and looked at his back as he left. She was at a loss. 

She could see many people clearly. Those who were good to her and those who were bad to her. 

For example, Xia Mingzhu. She had always hated herself. 

Or Huo Ting, he had always been good to her. 

Or Xia Jitian, he had ignored her since she was young. But when she grew up, she regretted it. It was out 

of sincerity. 

But only her third brother, she had never seen through him. 

When she was young, he clearly never cared about her. But on the first night of her marriage, he 

suddenly became a good brother again. 

Later, when she married into the Yan family, although the relationship between brother and sister 

gradually increased, it was basically for the benefit of both parties. 

It was either the Yan and Xia family, or Lego and the Xia family. 

But that was all. Xia Jinqi didn’t have deep feelings for him. 

Now that he inexplicably came to talk so much to her, Xia Jinqi was even more confused… … 

Frowning, she withdrew her gaze and reached out to take the bulging Brown paper bag. 

What could be hidden inside? 

“…” 

The Fang family. 

Fang Shaoan slept a little soundly this time. 

Zuo Xiaoran didn’t sleep well the first two days. Last night, she lay on Fang Shaoan’s bed, but it was the 

first time she slept in such a comfortable bed. If she wasn’t careful, she also slept a little to death. 



When the two of them woke up, the sun was already high in the sky! 

Fang Shaoan turned around and saw that Zuo Xiaoran had not left yet. He could not help but say 

proudly, “you can’t bear to part with me? You even said that you would leave after I fell asleep? In the 

end, you still stayed with me the whole night… ” 

“SCREW YOU! I was going to leave, but your mother had someone block the door and forbid me from 

leaving! ” Zuo Xiaoran threw a pillow over and said resentfully. 

She wanted to leave, but Jiang Xueqian did not give her the chance. What could she do? 

When Fang Shaoan woke up, he was in a good mood. He could even talk to Zuo Xiaoran, but when he 

heard her mention his mother, Fang Shaoan’s mood immediately sank. 

“I’ll ask them to send you away. ” Fang Shaoan gritted his teeth, got out of bed, and opened the door. 

When the door opened, he saw two bodyguards standing at the door. 

When the bodyguards saw him come out, they all nodded respectfully. “Young Master. ” 

“Get out of the way. ” Fang Shaoan didn’t even look at him. He directly shouted in a cold voice. 

Zuo Xiaoran, who was following behind him, covered her mouth in surprise… … 

Was she seeing things? 

Fang Shaoan had such a manly time? 

The bodyguards looked at each other and continued to block the door. “I’m sorry, young master. This is 

what Madam wants. ” 

Fang Shaoan then raised his eyes and swept a cold glance at the two people in front of him. “I said GET 

OUT OF THE WAY! Can’t you hear what I’m saying? ! ” n--𝑜)(𝗏./𝑒/-𝗅./𝔟)(I-(n 

The bodyguards still did not move. It looked like they had made up their minds. 

Fang Shaoan,”…” 

He was very puzzled. 

Why was it that every time Yan Jun used this move, he would be able to move unhindered and kill 

everything in an instant with just a look. 

Why couldn’t he? 

F * Ck, was this even a skill? 

Zuo Xiaoran, who was behind him, saw that the situation was not right. She pulled on Fang Shaoan’s arm 

and whispered, “did you offend your mother? ” 

According to Zuo Xiaoran’s estimation, this kind of treatment was usually only given to those who had 

offended their mother. 

Chapter 1199: he had someone he wanted to protect, and he would become even stronger! 



 

“…”Fang Shaoan’s expression changed slightly. 

Before he could answer, the two bodyguards at the door pressed on the earphones hanging in their 

ears. As if they had heard something, they turned around and changed their previous attitude. They said 

respectfully, “young master, please. ” 

Fang Shaoan,”…” 

What was this? 

Even Zuo Xiaoran was dumbfounded. 

This sudden turn of events had come too quickly, hadn’t it? 

When she came back to her senses, she hurriedly urged Fang Shaoan, “go, go, go! HURRY UP AND 

LEAVE! Otherwise, your mother will change her mind again! ” 

Fang Shaoan was pushed out of the door by her, but he was stopped by the bodyguards again. 

“Only young master can go downstairs alone. ” 

Zuo Xiaoran’s eyes twitched. “Are you sure? ” 

Fang Shaoan turned to look at her. “Wait for me here. ” 

Hearing this, he knew that it was his mother’s idea. He went downstairs to persuade his mother first, 

then came up to take her away. 

“okay. ” Zuo Xiaoran nodded very seriously. 

She was willing to believe what he said. 

Fang Shaoan nodded and walked forward. 

After just two steps, Zuo Xiaoran stopped him again. “Shaoan! ” 

Fang Shaoan looked back and saw a warm smile on her lips. “Good Luck! ” 

“…”Fang Shaoan felt a warm feeling in his heart. He nodded hard again before turning around and 

walking downstairs quickly. 

This time, he would not be as weak as before! 

He had someone he wanted to protect, and he would become even stronger! 

He gritted his teeth all the way downstairs, ready to have a death negotiation with his parents! 

Unexpectedly, just as he went downstairs, he saw Lu Yiming Sitting on the Sofa and sipping tea. 

His father was waiting on the side, accompanying him carefully. 

Fang Shaoan’s face froze, and his steps also became very slow. 



He had not figured out what Lu Yiming was here for when his father saw him and waved at him. 

“Shaoan, come and greet Mr. Lu! ” 

Fang Shaoan frowned and instinctively wanted to turn around and leave, but his mother, who came out 

of nowhere, grabbed his arm and dragged him to Lu Yiming. 

“Mr. Lu, please don’t take offense. This child is sometimes shy. ” Jiang Xueqian smiled and turned back 

to look at Fang Shaoan. “quickly say hello to Mr. Lu, you child. ” 

Jiang Xueqian knew very well that Zuo Xiaoran had stayed over last night. 

She thought that her son was satisfied and would definitely listen to her, so she tried to persuade him. 

Fang Shaoan looked at his parents and suddenly burst out laughing. 

How miserable were the two of them that night? Did they have collective Amnesia now? 

The bandages on their bodies were still wrapped around them. Did they not know pain? 

In the blink of an eye, they began to curry favor with Lu Yiming again. 

He suddenly felt extremely sad. 

How did my parents become like this? 

When Lu Yiming Heard Fang Shaoan’s Sneer, his face immediately darkened, and his tone was very 

displeased. “Minister Fang, it seems that your son still has a lot of opinions about me… ” 

He deliberately dragged out his last syllable to express his dissatisfaction. n𝔬𝑽𝑒)1𝒷-1n 

Lu Yiming threw away a document that Fang Zemin had just handed over, and his attitude was very 

arrogant. 

When Lu Yiming was unhappy, Fang Zemin turned his head and vented his anger on Fang Shaoan. “You 

child! Why aren’t you apologizing to Mr. Lu? ! ” 

“Yes, son. Do you still want to see your parents suffer? ” Jiang Xueqian added fuel to the fire. 

Fang Shaoan didn’t speak, but Lu Yiming’s mocking words came through. “from the moment you told 

me Xia Jinqi’s whereabouts, you were no longer Yan Jun’s brother. What are you still holding on to? ” 

Chapter 1200: I want you to return to his side 

 

The moment these words left his mouth, Fang Shaoan’s heart skipped a beat. That heavy pressure 

seemed to be able to bend his back! 

Looking at Fang Shaoan’s suddenly Pale face, Lu Yiming laughed coldly and said with even more vigor, 

“he has always liked to protect women. If he finds out that you betrayed his woman, how do you think… 

He will deal with you? ” 

“…”Fang Shaoan gritted his teeth slightly and his gaze was already somewhat evasive. 



In Yan Jun’s heart, it wasn’t that he didn’t know how important Xia Jinqi was… … 

If Yan Jun were to find out about this matter, he would definitely sever all ties with him and never speak 

to him again! 

He would lose this friend forever… … 

Lu Yiming looked with satisfaction at Fang Shaoan, who had become speechless under his own words. 

He even stood up from the Sofa and patted Fang Shaoan’s shoulder lightly, continuing to bewitch him. 

“He will definitely cripple you without any hesitation! From now on, let alone you, even your family will 

have no place in Rao city! ” 

Fang Shaoan did not refute. He carefully tasted what Lu Yiming said. Every word was correct. 

He even agreed with him. 

But… … 

Fang Shaoan raised his eyes to look at Lu Yiming and suddenly asked, “then based on what you said, I 

have no way out? ” 

“Of course. ” Lu Yiming nodded happily. He thought he was smart and pointed out a bright path for Fang 

Shaoan. “since your parents work for me, you can naturally work for me. ” 

“really… ” Fang Shaoan smiled coldly and asked, “what do you want me to do? ” 

When he asked this question, Fang Shaoan looked back at his parents, and his eyes were filled with 

coldness. 

Now he finally understood that the beating that night was probably a trick of his parents and Lu Yiming? 

Ha… … They really put in a lot of effort … 

When Lu Yiming saw that Fang Shaoan was actually so obedient, he didn’t beat around the Bush 

anymore and told him directly, “You and Yan Jun have such a good relationship. It would be a pity if you 

lose it. I want you to go back to him and find out his next move, as well as… the whereabouts of his two 

children. ” 

“Don’t even think about it! ” Fang Shaoan spat at Lu Yiming. His bloodshot eyes were filled with disgust! 

The moment he revealed Xia Jinqi’s identity, he wished he could strangle that weak him to death! 

He couldn’t protect his parents. He couldn’t protect himself. He could only rely on betraying his good 

friend to survive! 

Now, he actually wanted him to go to Yan Jun’s side to get information? 

“Don’t be so agitated, Young Master Fang. ” Lu Yiming was glared at, but he didn’t seem to be angry at 

all. On the contrary, there was a playful smile on his lips “selling once is selling, selling twice is also 

selling. To Yan Jun, you are already an out-and-out traitor. Moreover, I heard that your girlfriend is also 

upstairs If you aren’t willing to work for me, then not only your parents, but also your beautiful little 

girlfriend will have to pay the price for your stubbornness… … .. 



“You! What do you want to do? ! ” Fang Shaoan was finally anxious. He would never have thought that 

Lu Yiming would be so despicable and shameless. Even Zuo Xiaoran was starting to have ideas! 

n.)0𝚟𝐞𝓵𝑩In 

Such a person was really like what he had known before. In order to succeed, he would do anything! 

“I have many ways to deal with a girl who is as beautiful as a flower, but I think you won’t be willing to 

listen to this method either. ” Lu Yiming continued to smile. “Of course, the choice is up to you. 

Whatever you do, I will do to that girl… ” 

 


